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ABA YLD Awards of Achievement Program 

Single Project/SERVICE TO THE BAR 
The application should highlight the most successful public service project conducted during the last concluded 

activity year. 

Any ABA YLD Young Lawyer Affiliated Organization affiliated under Articles 3.1 (a) or 3.1 (b) of the ABA YLD Bylaws 

is eligible. For more information on Affiliate eligibility, see the ABA YLD Bylaws. 

Submission deadline is June 15, 2011. Awards will be presented on August 6, 2011 during the YLD Assembly at the 
ABA Annual Meeting in Toronto, Canada. 

* Indicates required field. 

Cover Sheet 

* Name of YLD Affiliate 

  

£ TN.- Tennessee-Bar Association Young Lawyers Division 

  

  

Page 1 of 

(fill in total number of pages on mailed copy) 

* Division (Figures are for the young lawyer membership of your organization) 

  

f State Affiliate: 3000 or less &) 
  

* How did you hear about the AOA program? (Select aif that apply) 

@ Friend/Colleague M4 YLD Emait 

© Local Affiliate 4 YLD Website 

Organization Profile 

* Number of young lawyers in your affiliate 
  

- 2,180 

* Is your organization affiliated with a senior bar? 

& Yes No 
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If YES, is membership in your organization automatic? 

Yes ONo 

If a state organization, which are you? 

4} Mandatory ® Voluntary 

* When does your fiscal year begin and end?     

: July 1 - June 30 

Chairperson/President of Affiliate 

* First Name 
  

i Tasha 

* Last Name 
  

| Blakney 

  

* Address 

  

: Eldridge & Blakney PC, PO Box 398 

* City 

  

| Knoxville 

* State 

TN 

  

* Zip Code 

  

_ 37901 

Application Prepared By (You will be the person contacted by the ABA YLD regarding this project) 

* First Name 
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: Nathan 

* Last Name 
  

Shelby 

* Address 
  

: Rainey, Kizer, Reviere & Bell PLC, PO Box 1147 

* City 
  

: Jackson 

* State 

* Zip Code 
  

- 38302 

* Email Address 
  

: nshelby@raineykizer.com 

* Telephone 
  

731-425-7949 

* Please indicate number of exhibits being submitted 

  

  

Publications 

CD or DVD 

* Single Project Title 

   

  

: Law Student Judicial Internship Program 

Do Not Write in This Area 
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ABA YLD Awards of Achievement Program 
Single Project/SERVICE TO THE BAR 

  

Project information Form 

One form must be completed for each project included in a comprehensive application as well as for 

each Single project application entry. 

* indicates required field. 

* Name of YLD Affiliate 

  

  

[-TN-—sTennessee-Bar Association Young:Lawyers:Division 
  

* Division (Figures are for the young lawyer membership of your organization) 

  

b-State- Affiliate: 3000. orless 

  

  

if Comprehensive Application, Project Number 
  

i 

* Type of Project 

© Educational 

  

* Degree of Change or Growth 

> New Project 

  

* Project Description 
(Please provide a brief description (750 words or less) of your project. Be sure to include a description of the role(s) played by the young lawyer 

volunteers in the undertaking of this project; any products resulting from the project; and in the case of continuing projects, if they have been 

expanded, explain how.) 

1of5 6/30/11 2:00 PM
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‘The TBA YLD Membership & Law School Outreach Committee, in conjunction with the Executive Committee of the TBA YLD, 

determined to satisfy a two-fold need this year. First, in the rural areas of Tennessee, trial judges, both Circuit and Chancery, face an 
increasing caseload with little or no legally trained assistance. Second, the number of law students steadily increases while the number 
of summer associate positions available to law students dwindles. To combat this problem, the division created a Judicial Internship to 
match law students in un-paid internships with Tennessee trial judges. The committee members and other volunteers within the YLD 
took on a number of tasks in creating this highly successful program. 

First, members of the committee initiated interest with the trial judges of Tennessee by presenting details of the program at the judges’ 

annual judicial conference. During that presentation, members educated the judges on how the program would work and how they could 
benefit from it. After the presentation, the judges were give an opportunity to express interest in the program and having his or her own 
intern for the summer. 

Secondly, members of the committee contacted each law school in Tennessee to gauge interest in the program, and to coordinate 

applicable deadlines and scheduling timeframes with the career services office at each of Tennessee’s five law schools. After receiving 

confirmation of each school’s interest, members of the Membership and Law School Outreach Committee were paired with each school 

to manage the application process and receive applicable input to structure the pragram. 

Next, the committee developed the application process, including forms and informational materials for students. This involved drafting 

an application based upon required criteria determined by the committee and setting a schedule for deadlines. Forms and promotional 

materials were distributed to students on each campus through the use of the YLD's law student liaisons. The response was 

overwhelming, confirming the division’s original belief that the need for meaningful summer employment outweighs the options available 
through traditional recruitment methods. 

Once the deadiine passed, the committee began the task of matching interested applicants with interested judges in their preferred 
geographic regions. Each judge participating in the program received several applications to review and reported back to the committee 
with his or her first, second and third choice selection. To the extent possible, the committee attempted to honor the judges’ first choice 
selections. As students were placed with judges, confirmations were sent to both the students and the judges. 

To help the students prepare for their judicial internship experience, the committee also produced a one-hour orientation webcast. Each 
student was asked to watch the webcast before beginning his or her assignment. The video features six former and current law clerks 
talking about what to expect during a clerkship and how to handle issues that might arise while working with a judge. The video can be 
accessed at http://tinyurl.com/67s4yge.   At the end of the process, the committee and YLD volunteers were able to place 44 applicants with 43 judges across the state. 

Characters remaining: 1702 
    
* Needs Assessment 
(What was the reason for undertaking this project? e.g. was the project internally or externally motivated; was there a need in the community for the 
project; was there a target audience?) 

  

With the growing number of law schools and law students in Tennessee, the demand for meaningful summer employment, and 
especially opportunities with judges, has intensified. There are just not enough judicial internships to fill the demand of qualified 
students, thus students are missing out on a valuable legal experience. At the same, trial judges throughout the state are not 
provided the funding to obtain the help of judicial clerks, As trial judges’ dockets grow, they are in extreme need of clerks to help with 

legal research and writing. And while appellate judges in the state are provided at least one clerk, if not two, the trial judges receive 
no assistance through the courts for this purpose. Our committee recognized these disadvantages for both law students and trial 
judges. In creating the TBA Law Student Judicial Internship Program, we felt that both parties would greatly benefit from a program 
that matched law students with trial judges each summer. These students will gain valuable experience while providing worthwhile 

service to the hard-working trial court judges of our state.     
  

* Achievement of Goals / Impact 
(What were the goals and objectives of this project?) 

20f5 6/30/11 2:00 PM
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The overall goal of this inaugural program was to match as many law students as possible with trial court judges in the state for 
internships during the summer of 2011. To achieve that goal, three other goals were set: (1) creating as much interest as possible 

among students and judges, (2) creating a program that would be beneficial to both parties, and (3) creating an atmosphere that would 
keep the judges interested in the program for years to come. 

With regard to the first goal, the response has been outstanding. We received applications from 163 students and interest forms from 65 
judges ~ indicating that our outreach efforts were successful. 

With regard to the second goal, we already have heard back from students and judges who are pleased with, and thankfui for this 
program. Judges have told us that they are “really working” their interns and are appreciative for the division's efforts on their behalf. 

Students have indicated that the experience is extremely beneficial and that they might not otherwise have legal-related employment for 
the summer without this program. We plan to send evaluation forms to each participating student and judge at the end of the summer, 
but if the initial feedback is indicative, we have done a good job creating a program that meets the needs of both students and judges. 

With regard to the third goat, the orientation video has received positive reviews, and the judges are grateful for our efforts to train the 
students before they arrived for their first day in the office. We know that if judges are disappointed with the caliber of the students or 
feel as if they spend the whole summer training them, they may not volunteer to participate in the future. 
Finally, with regard to the overall goal, we are very pleased with the results, During the course of the matching process, 68 students 
withdrew their applications citing success in finding paid employment with law firms and other legal organizations. Of the remaining 95 

students, 44 have been placed with judges. Of the initial 65 judges expressing interest, 48 of them actually selected an intern and 43 of 

them have been matched with a student. Hopefully that number will grow as we are still working with several judges to place students in 

their offices for the second half of the summer.     
  

If goals were not met, why not? 

  

As described above, we believe that the goats of this program were met. 

    
  

* Will this be a recurring affiliate project? 

@ Yes CINo 

If yes, will you make any revisions? 
  

As it is with any new project, we are learning as we go. However, we are eager to receive feedback from the evaluation forms and 

will make any necessary revisions based upon those comments. In addition, we already are planning to make some changes in the 

deadline schedule and application process to streamline the program and to get students matched with judges earlier in the spring 
than was the case this year. 

    
  

Degree of Participation by Members 

* How many young lawyer members actually participated in this project? (Consider young lawyer involvement in 

all the different stages of the project...planning, organization, implementation, and/or presentation.) 

  

How many young lawyer 
leadership (officers, directors, 

board membership}? 
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How many young lawyer 

committee members? 

  

How many young lawyer 
general membership? 

  

* Was the project conducted with the Senior Bar? 

Yes No 

* What other groups or individuals participated and in what numbers? 
  

Tennessee Bar Association Staff (1) 
Tennessee Bar Association Law Student Liaisons (5) 
Tennessee Administrative Office of the Courts (1 individual) 
Tennessee Judicial Conference (1 individual) 
Nashville Schoot of Law Career Services (1 individual) 
University of Memphis School of Law Career Services (1 individual) 
University of Tennessee College of Law Career Services (2 individuals) 
Vanderbilt University Law School Career Services (1 individual)     
  

* What do you think is the optimum amount of members needed to carry out this project? 
  

: Five members actively involved in the process would be sufficient. 

Timeframe 

* How much time did it take to organize the project? 
  

i It took four months to organize the project 

* How much time did it take to recruit members for the project? 
  

' [t took one month to recruit members to help plan and execute the project. 

* How much time did it take to carry out the project from beginning to end? 
  

: It took eight months to carry out the project. 

Budget 

* What was the cost of this project excluding in-kind/donated services? 
  

i The total estimated cost was $637.00 

4of5 6/30/11 2:00 PM
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* How was the project funded? 

  

: The project was funded through the TBA YLD'’s Membership Budget. 

* How tong did it take to raise the funds needed for this project? 

  

: No fundraising was required. 

Suggestions / Recommendations 

* What suggestions/recommendations would you make to other young lawyer groups who would consider 
undertaking a similar project? 

  

Young tawyer affiliates interested in creating a similar program should work to secure the support of the president of their respective 

judicial conference. The TBA YLD committee reached out to the judge serving as president of the conference and secured his 

support for the program. This endorsement helped considerably in recruiting judges who were not accustomed to having interns and 

were slightly wary of whether participating in the program would be beneficiat. Likewise, young lawyer groups should secure buy-in 
from the law schools so that the career services offices can promote the program with their students. 

Finally, groups should be advised that the matching process can be an arduous and time-consuming task. The process is fairly fluid. 
If a student who has been matched with a judge withdraws because he or she finds paid employment, the matching process must 

begin again. in addition, inevitably more students will want to work in a particular geographical area than there are judges from that 
area that are willing to participate. And the reverse is true: judges in remote areas want to participate but fewer students may want 
to spend their summer in those locations. While these dynamics may require creative problem solving, a dedicated team of 
volunteers with solid staff support will be able to replicate this program successfully.     
  

If you have any questions, contact YLD Administrator, Bill Stanton at William.Stanton@americanbar.org 
or 312-988-5611. 

( Submit > 
“weamememeeseneenetl” 

**PLEASE PRINT FOR YOUR RECORDS BEFORE SUBMITTING,”* 

Print Here 
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